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Sporting categories 2019
Functional Fitness
strongman
powerlifting
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event location
greville smyth sports ground
ashton road
bristol
bs3 2ej
(directly opposite ashton gate stadium)
parking location
ashton park school, BS3 2JL
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schedule for the day

08.00 – Judges Registration
08.15 - All Athletes to arrive at venue
08.30 Judges Briefing
08.45-09.20: Athlete Pre-event talk with event director (Craig Stevens)
09.20-09.30: Final preparations
09.30-09.40: Challenge 1 Walk through (Both heats)
09.40-10.00: Challenge 1 – Heat 1
10.00-10.20: Challenge area to be reset & scores issued
10.20-10.40: Challenge 1 – Heat 2
10.40-11.00: Challenge area to be reset & scores issued
11.00-11.10: Challenge 2 walk through (Both heats)
>11.10-11.30: Challenge 2 – Heat 1
11.30-11.50: Challenge area to be reset & scores issued
>11.50-12.10: Challenge 2 – Heat 2
12.10-12.30: Challenge area to be reset & scores issued
12.30-12.40: Challenge 3 walk through (both heats)
>12.40-13.00: Challenge 3 – Heat 1
13.00-13.20: Challenge area to be reset & scores issued
>13.20-13.40: Challenge 3 – Heat 2
13.40-14.00: Challenge area to be reset & scores issued
14.00-14.30: Break (Competitors and Judges)
14.30-14.40: Challenge 4 walk through (both heats)
14.40-15.00: Challenge 4 – Heat 1
15.00-15.20: Challenge area to be reset & scores issued
15.20-15.40: Challenge 4 – Heat 2
15.40-16.00: Challenge area to be reset & scores issued
16.00-16.10: Challenge 5 walk through (both heats)
16.10-16.30: Challenge 5 – Heat 1
16.30-16.50: Challenge area to be reset & scores issued
16.50-17.10: Challenge 5 – Heat 2
17.10-17.30: final points/results calculated
17.30-18.00: Post event talks and presentation
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Online check-in & parking
Athletes must complete online check-in on the week of the event to confirm attendance and the Online Check-in process will
open at 6am on Wednesday 29th may. if you are competing in the pairs category then only one athlete will need to check in your
team. (note: all athletes that are competing in the individual category will need to check in using you name as your 'team name')
Steps:
1. go to www.superhumansports.com
2. click into 'functional fitness' category on the home page
3. Click the “Check in” button and follow the instructions
4. Log in with your details - Note: If you have changed your team name then your old team name may still appear at this point,
however please ignore that. if you have issues logging in, first try resetting your email address, failing that, you can email us at
events@superhumansports.com
5. once you have logged in and registered, you can also 'pay for parking' (please have your vehicle registration to hand and
parking costs £5 per car)
6. Confirm & pay
7. A Confirmation email will then be sent to you, please ensure you either print copy or ensure you have the email up ready on your
phone when you arrive. Note: Any car that shows up without their confirmation will be charged £5 parking fee
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Athlete Gazebo’s
superhuman games is a full day outdoor event, so we suggest that athletes bring along a small
gazebo for shelter throughout the day if the weather is poor.
there is a designated athlete area for this which will also have toilets, vendors and live music.
the vendor village will include multiple food & drink options as well as retail stores ... and of course,
Bristol beer factory will be attending with their mobile bar.
however, please remember that space is limited so dont go mental as we'll have to ask you to reduce
what you have on the day and take it back to your car!
Note:
Please do not obstruct any walk way, or block any entrances
• Personal belongings are left alone entirely at your own risk. there is security on-site, however
superhuman sports will except no responsibility for the security of your items left unattended
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superhuman games always attracts big crowds and is now seen as one of
Bristol's major sporting events.
we do not charge for spectators so please feel free to bring as many friends
and family as you like. (However they will need to pay for parking as it is
residential parking around the area).

vo2 max - Male Pairs
challenge objective - your team objective is to achieve as many
shuttle runs as possible over 9 minutes and to achieve your max
distance on a spin bike over 9 minutes
challenge description - on go, Teams will achieve their max amount of shuttle runs
over 9 minutes as follows; Athlete 1, sprint to 10m cone and back to the start line,
then to the 15m cone and back to the start line and then the 20m cone and back to
the start line to tag in your team mate.
once both athletes have completed their shuttle run, the team is awarded one lap.
Once the 9 minutes have lapsed your team will then have 2 minutes to transition to
the spin bike and prepare. Once the 2 minute transition time has lapsed, your team
will then proceed to achieving your max distance on the spin bike over 9 minutes.
challenge rules
1. shuttles runs must be completed lap for lap
2. Athletes must go 'around' the cone when performing the shuttle runs
3. at the end of the 9 minute shuttle round, Half laps will count towards the team
score
4. Cycling cleets are not permitted
5. All seated and standing positions are permitted, other than leaning over the
handlebars when standing i.e Your head and shoulders must not be in front of the
handlebars

vo2 max - female Pairs
challenge objective - your team objective is to achieve your max
distance on a spin bike over 9 minutes and to then achieve as many
shuttle runs as possible over 9 minutes.
challenge description - on go, Teams will achieve their max distance on a spin bike
over 9 minutes. Once the 9 minutes have lapsed your team will then have 2 minutes
to transition to the shuttle runs and prepare. Once the 2 minute transition time
has lapsed, Teams will achieve their max amount of shuttle runs over 9 minutes as
follows; Athlete 1, sprint to 10m cone and back to the start line, then to the 15m
cone and back to the start line and then the 20m cone and back to the start line to
tag in your team mate.
When both athletes have completed their shuttle run the team is awarded one lap
challenge rules
1. Cycling cleets are not permitted
2. All seated and standing positions are permitted, other than leaning over the
handlebars when standing i.e Your head and shoulders must not be in front of the
handlebars
3. Athletes must go 'around' the cone when performing the shuttle runs
4. shuttles runs must be completed lap for lap
5. at the end of the 9 minute shuttle round, Half laps will count towards the team score

vo2 max - Male individuals
challenge objective - your objective is to achieve as many shuttle runs as possible over
9 minutes and to achieve your max distance on a spin bike over 9 minutes
challenge description - on go, athletes will achieve their max amount of shuttle runs
over 9 minutes as follows; sprint to 10m cone and back to the start line, then to the 15m
cone and back to the start line and then the 20m cone and back to the start. to
complete one lap.
Once the 9 minutes have lapsed athletes will then have 2 minutes to transition to the
spin bike and prepare. Once the 2 minute transition time has lapsed, athletes will then
proceed to achieving your max distance on the spin bike over 9 minutes.
challenge rules
1.. Athletes must go 'around' the cone when performing the shuttle runs
2. at the end of the 9 minute shuttle round, only full laps will count towards your
score
3. Cycling cleets are not permitted
4. All seated and standing positions are permitted, other than leaning over the
handlebars when standing i.e Your head and shoulders must not be in front of the
handlebars

vo2 max - Female individuals
challenge objective - your objective is to achieve your max distance on a spin bike over 9
minutes and to then achieve as many shuttle runs as possible over 9 minutes.
challenge description - on go, athletes will achieve their max distance on a spin bike
over 9 minutes. Once the 9 minutes have lapsed athletes will then have 2 minutes to
transition to the shuttle runs and prepare. Once the 2 minute transition time has
lapsed, athletes will then achieve their max amount of shuttle runs over 9 minutes as
follows; sprint to 10m cone and back to the start line, then to the 15m cone and back to
the start line and then the 20m cone and back to the start line to be awarded one lap.

challenge rules
1. Cycling cleets are not permitted
2. All seated and standing positions are permitted, other than leaning over the
handlebars when standing i.e Your head and shoulders must not be in front of the
handlebars
3. Athletes must go 'around' the cone when performing the shuttle runs
4. at the end of the 9 minute shuttle round, only full laps will count towards your
final score.

600m Assault course - individuals
challenge objective
your objective is to achieve as many laps as possible of a 600m assault
course. you will then be awarded points based on the amount of laps
completed over 20 minutes. the obstacle course will involved running,
jumping, crawling and climbing amongst other things (there will not be any
water obstacles involving water... unless it rains! )
challenge rules
1. Athletes must pass the finish line fully to receive a full lap
2. half laps will count towards your score on your final lap
3. athletes that cannot complete an obstacle to need to complete
penalty burpees before moving forward to the next obstacle (amount
of burpees will be dependant on the obstacle missed)

600m Assault course - Pairs
challenge objective - your team objective is to achieve as many laps as
possible of a 600m assault course. your team will then be awarded points
based on the amount of laps completed over 20 minutes.
challenge description - on go, athlete 1 will attempt to complete a 600m
assault course while athlete 2 waits at the finish line. when athlete 1
crosses the finish line, he/she will then tag athlete 2.
athlete 2 will then attempt to complete the 600m assault course. this
process continues for the full 20 minutes.
challenge rules
1. athletes are permitted to complete multiple laps (i.e athletes do not need to go lap
for lap)
2. If an athlete cannot complete an obstacle, he/she must complete an amount of
penalty burpees before moving forward (the amount will be dependant on the
obstacle missed)
3. on your final lap, half laps will count towards your team score

strength & honour (Male pairs)
challenge objective - your team objective is to achieve as many laps as possible of 30m 'tractor
tyre' flips & 30m weighted 'car tyre' drags. points are awarded based on the amount of laps
completed over 20 minutes.
challenge description - on go, athletes will flip the 'tractor tyre' 15m , once the tyre has
'fully' crossed the 15m line, one athlete will run back to the start line, collect the rope and
run it to the 15m line. once both athletes and the rope are over the 15m line (i.e .. you can not
start the tyre drag until you have crossed the line fully with the rope) athletes will then
use the rope to perform the 15m tyre drag. once the tyre has crossed the line, athletes will
return both tyres back to the start line in the same format (Flips/drags). Once both tyres
have fully crossed the start line, your team is awarded one lap.
challenge rules
1. only one athlete is permitted to flip the tractor tyre (i.e you must not help your teammate flip
the tyre). however, athletes can choose to do multiple flips if they so wish as part of your team
strategy.
2. only one athlete is permitted to be completing the tyre drags at any one time i.e. you cannot
help you teammate complete tyre drags. however, athletes can choose to swop whilst
performing the tyre drags as many times as they choose as part of your team strategy.
3. tractor tyres and car tyres must fully cross the line at each end
4. at the end of the 20 minutes, half lap will count towards your team score providing both the
tractor tyre and the car tyre have fully crossed the halfway line.
Weights
Tractor tyre - approx 160kg
Tyre Drags - male 50kg / female 30kg (Rope is1inch thick & 20m in length)

strength & honour (female pairs)
challenge objective - your team objective is to achieve as many laps as possible of 30m 'tractor
tyre' flips & 30m of weighted 'car tyre drags'. points are then awarded based on the amount of laps
completed over 20 minutes.
challenge description - on go, athletes will flip the 'tractor tyre' 15m , once the tyre has 'fully'
crossed the 15m line, one athlete will run back to the start line, collect the rope and run it to the
15m line. once both athletes and the rope are over the 15m line (i.e .. you can not start the tyre drag
until you have crossed the line fully with the rope) athletes will then use the rope to perform the
15m tyre drag. once the tyre has crossed the line, athletes will return both tyres back to the
start line in the same format (Flips/drags). Once both tyres have fully crossed the start line, your
team is awarded one lap.
challenge rules
1. athletes can flip the tractor tyre together
2. only one athlete must be on the tyre drag rope at any one time i.e. you cannot help you teammate
complete tyre drags. however, athletes can swop as many times as they choose as part of your
team strategy.
3. tractor tyres and car tyres must be fully over the line at each end.
4. at the end of the 20 minutes, half laps will count towards your team score as long as both the
tractor tyre and the car tyre have fully crossed the halfway line.

Weights
Tractor tyre - approx 160kg
Tyre Drags - male 50kg / female 30kg (Rope is1inch thick & 20m in length)

strength & honour - Individuals
challenge objective
your objective is to achieve as many laps as possible of 30m 'tractor tyre' flips & 30m of
weighted 'car tyre' drags. points are awarded based on the amount of laps completed
over 20 minutes.
challenge description
challenge description - on go, athletes will flip the 'tractor tyre' 15m , once the
tyre has 'fully' crossed the 15m line, Athletes will run back to the start line,
collect the rope and run it to the 15m line. once the athletee and the rope are over
the 15m line athletes will then the use the rope to perform the 15m tyre drag (i.e ..
you can not start the tyre drag until you have crossed the line fully with the rope) .
once the tyre has crossed the line, athletes will return both tyres back to the
start line in the same format (Flips/drags). Once both tyres have fully crossed the
start line, your will be awarded one lap.

challenge rules
1. tractor tyres and car tyres must be fully over the line at each end in order to be
awarded a lap
3. at the end of the 20 minutes, half laps will count towards your score as long as both the
tractor tyre and the car tyre have fully crossed the halfway line.
Weights
Tractor tyre - Male approx 160kg / female approx 120kg
Tyre Drags - male 50kg / female 30kg

unconventional beast - Pairs
challenge objective - your team objective is to achieve as many laps as possible of 40m
keg carry, 40m log carry and 40m sandbag carry. points are then awarded for the
amount of laps completed over 20 minutes.
challenge description - Both athletes and all 3 objects will be at the start line. on go,
athlete 1 will carry object one to the 20m line, collect object two and carry to the 20m
line, and finally object three. athlete one will then run back to the start line and tag in
his/her partner to bring all objects back to the start. when the last object is returned
back to the start line, one lap is awarded. this process will continue for the full 20
minutes.
challenge rules
1. this challenge must be completed half lap fof half lap i.e athletes cannot complete full laps
2. athletes can choose to carry the objects in any order they so wish.
3. athletes can choose to carry the objects however they so wish (Other than the sandbags must not be
picked up by the handle at the top of the bag)
4. all objects must pass the start/finish line completely in order to be awarded a lap
5. Once you have crossed the line on your 3rd object. Athletes are permitted to pass the object to his/her
team mate (I.e The object does not need to touch the ground - it just needs to cross the line)
6. The male sandbag carry will be x2 15kg sandbags, and Both bags are to be carried at the same time
7. At the end of the challenge half laps will count towards your team score

Weights
keg - male = 50kg / female = 35kg ( Length: 50cm / Diameter: 38cm
log - Male = 55kg / female = 30kg
sandbags - male = 2x 15kg bags / female = 1x 20kg bag

unconventional beast - Individuals
challenge objective - your objective is to achieve as many laps as possible of 40m keg
carry, 40m log carry and 40m sandbag carry. points are then awarded for the amount
of laps completed over 20 minutes.
challenge description - athletes and all 3 objects will be at the start line. on go, you
will carry object one to the 20m line, collect object two and carry to the 20m line, and
finally object three to the 20m line. you will then return all three objects back to the
start line in the same manor. when the last object is returned back to the start line, one
lap is awarded. this process will continue for the full 20 minutes.
challenge rules
1. athletes can choose to carry the objects in any order they wish.
2. athletes can choose to carry the objects however they wish.
3. all objects must pass the start/finish lines completely to be awarded a lap
4. The male sandbag carry will be x2 20kg sandbags, not one bag! Both bags are to be carried at the
same time
5. at the end, half laps will count towards your final score

Weights
keg - male = 50kg / female = 35kg (Length: 50cm / Diameter: 38cm)
log - Male = 55kg / female = 30kg
sandbag - male = 30kg / female = 15kg

brutal beat down - Pairs
challenge objective - your team objective is to achieve as many laps as possible of 10x
Deadlifts (Note: on the deadlifts you will be using a solid, thick pole and concrete
blocks, not a barbell! ) and 60m weighted Slam ball throws. points are then awarded
for the amount of laps completed over 20 minutes.
challenge description - on go, Teams will perform 10x deadlifts (To standard). Once
completed, Teams will then throw a weighted slam ball forward to the 30m line and
back 30m to the start line and will be awarded one lap.
this process continues for the full 20 minutes time cap.
challenge rules
1. teams can choose to divide slam ball throw and deadlift reps between them however they so wish.
2. the slam ball must fully pass the 30m and start line at both ends to be awarded a lap
3. deadlift standards - Full extension through the ankle, knee and hip with shoulders behind the bar at the top
of the rep.
4. Athletes are permitted to throw the slam ball in a 'split stance' position .. i.e You may allow one foot to step
forward when throwing the ball .. however, this does not mean that you can travel forward with the ball ! Any
athlete found travelling with the ball will receive 2 warnings and then lap reductions.
5. the ball must be thrown forward from above waist height and cannot be rolled forward.
6. Your slam ball must stay in your lane. if your ball leaves your lane at any point you will be given a warning, if
it happens a second time you will start the lap again (just the throws, not the deadlifts)

Weights
Deadlift blocks - male = 75kg / female = 50kg
slam ball throws - male = 45kg / female = 30kg

brutal beat down - individuals
challenge objective - - your objective is to achieve as many laps as possible of 10x
Deadlifts (Note: on the deadlifts you will be using a solid, thick pole and concrete
blocks, not a barbell) And 60m weighted Slam ball throws. points are then awarded
for the amount of laps completed over 20 minutes.
challenge description - on go, athletes will perform 10x deadlifts (To standard).
Once completed, athletes will then throw a weighted slam ball forward to the 30m
line and back 30m to the start line and will be awarded one lap.
this process continues for the full 20 minutes time cap.
challenge rules
1. the slam ball must fully pass the 30m and start line at both ends to be awarded a lap
2. deadlift standards - Full extension through the ankle, knee and hip with shoulders behind the
bar at the top of the rep.
3. Athletes are permitted to throw the slam ball in a 'split stance' position .. i.e You may allow
one foot to step forward when throwing the ball .. however, this does not mean that you can
travel forward with the ball ! Any athlete found travelling with the ball will receive 2
warnings and then lap reductions.
5. the ball must be thrown forward from above waist height and cannot be rolled forward.
6. Your slam ball must stay in your lane. if your ball leaves your lane at any point you will be
given a warning, if it happens a second time you will start the lap again (just the throws, not the
deadlifts)

Weights
Deadlift blocks - male = 75kg / female = 50kg
slam ball throws - male = 45kg / female = 30kg

VO2 Max
Spin Bike - 80 points per mile
per 3/4 or .75mile 60
per 1/2 or .5mile 40
Per 1/4 or .25mile 20
Shuttle Runs - 20 Points per Lap (180m)
(Half laps count towards final score)
Unconventional Beast - 43.4 Points per Lap
(Half laps count towards final score)
Brutal Beat Down - 43.4 Points per Lap
(No half laps)
Strength & Honour - 62.5 Points per Lap
(Half laps count towards final score)
Assault Course - 62.5 Points per Lap
(Half laps count towards final score)

